Shannon Holliday

From: Woods, Rae [Rae.Woods@usdoj.gov]
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2011 7:26 PM
To: Jones, G. Douglas; Ben Espy; Bill Baxley; Denise Simmons; Fred Gray; Jackson Sharman; Jeffrey Duffey; Jim Parkman; Joe Espy; Joel Dillard; John Englehart; Joshua McKeown; Latasha Nickle; Lewis gillis; Bobby Segall; Ron Wise; Sam Heldman; Samuel Franklin; Shannon Holliday; Stephen Shaw; Stewart McKnight; Susan James; Thomas Goggans; Tyrone Means; Walter McGowan; William Clark; William Espy; William White; tb@hsy.com
Cc: Ainsworth, Peter; Morris, Brenda; Franklin, Louis V. (USAALM); Feaga, Steve P. (USAALM); Olshan, Eric; Cohen, Barak; Prim, Jackie; Shaw, Debbie L. (USAALM)
Subject: transcript disk

All:

Earlier today, we sent each defendant's counsel a disk containing about 180 draft transcripts. Some are improved versions of transcripts that were previously produced. Others are being produced for the first time. The disks should arrive, via Federal Express, early next week. Please let us know if you don't receive your disk.

We do not represent the transcripts to be final versions. Nor do we represent that this production includes all transcripts we may seek to enter at trial. Rather, this is an effort to provide you with early drafts far in advance of the trial date. We reserve the right to supplement this production.

Thanks.

Rae Woods
Trial Attorney
Public Integrity Section
United States Department of Justice